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Australian Manufacturer Delivers Marine Coatings that 
Combine Sustainability and Performance 

 Founded in 2011 and headquartered 
in Sydney, Australia, Greencorp Marine
manufactures premium coatings for boats 
designed to improve their performance, 
appearance and longevity from top to bottom. 
Greencorp Marine’s product lines include 
PropOne™, a non-biocidal foul release 
coating system for underwater running 
gear; JustTeak™, a complete solution that 
rejuvenates and protects teak decking and 
furniture, and Crystilium™, a range of clear 
coatings and cleaners that renew, protect and 
extend the life of onboard surfaces.

“Our products have a reputation for superior 
performance and we export them to more than 30 
countries worldwide,” said Eli Green, owner and 
founder of Greencorp Marine. “Our customers 
make a good profit and their customers get 
amazing results and value for their money.” 

PropOne
Designed for use on propellers and all 

metallic underwater running gear, PropOne is 
a latest-generation non-biocide foul release 
coating that prevents sealife from getting a grip. 

 “We have now been selling PropOne 
in the USA for over 10 years, it’s a proven 
product that’s used on thousands of 
boats worldwide every year,” Green said.  
PropOne benefits include:
• Performance: Increased speed and lower 

fuel consumption, compared to a craft with 
fouled surfaces. 

• Time: Keeps working for one to two years 
in-water. 

• Slickness: Non-stick coating that marine life 
struggles to adhere to. 

• Anti-corrosion. High-performance corrosion 
protection for ferrous & non-ferrous metals.
Greencorp offers a fully trained and licensed 

applicator program combined with prompt 
technical support. “We get new PropOne 
applicators and boatyards all the time who are 
brave enough to try something different. When 
they see it works and we get their trust, that’s 
what it’s all about for us,” Green said.

JustTeak
A highly effective marine-grade teak-

cleaning system, JustTeak quickly and easily 
rejuvenates teak decking and outdoor teak 
furniture. The three-part system includes a 
Teak Cleaner, Brightener and Sealer. 

Start by applying the Teak Cleaner to remove 
stains, old coatings and the graying to which 
teak is prone in the harsh marine environment. 
It is formulated for performance while remaining 
gentle enough for your teak. The next step is 
to apply Teak Brightener, which continues stain 
removal while brightening the teak surfaces. 
Finally, Teak Sealer provides a beautiful, natural 
finish that protects teak from sun, rain and 
further staining. When it’s time to reapply, Teak 
Cleaner easily removes the Teak Sealer so you 
can begin the JustTeak cycle again.

Crystilium
The high-tech Crystilium marine coating 

range provides an economical, environmen-
tally sustainable alternative to regular polish-
ing or even repainting of boat topsides and 
other hard surfaces on board. Once surfaces 
are polished, Crystilium Clear Coat maintains  
surfaces and colors to a bright, easy-to-clean, 
high-gloss shine. 

Crystillium is available in two formulations. 
Clear Coat Lite is designed for use on yacht  
superstructures and maintains the original 
painted look and shine for at least one year. 
Clear Coat Pro is used to bring exhausted 
paint and gelcoat back to life, providing a long-
lasting alternative to repainting that can be  
applied by hand and not only spray. The result 

is an ultra-thin, hard, durable glossy surface 
that is highly resistant to staining and defends 
against scuffs from lines, fenders, washing, etc. 

“Applying Crystilium Pro to your customer’s 
boats can allow them to replace or postpone 
repainting, saving money as well as reducing 
their environmental footprint,” said Green.

The Crystilium range also includes Crys-
tilium Clear Coat Dissolver and the Crystilium 
Cleaning Range, high-performance boat top-
side and hull cleaning and detailing products  
designed to complement Crystilium Clear 

Coat and maintain the yacht’s beautiful finish.

Dealer inquiries welcome
Greencorp Marine products are avail-

able through a variety of distributors across 
North America. The company maintains a 
centrally located warehouse in Columbus, Ohio,  
enabling fast shipping times. 

“We are open to taking on new distributors and/
or dealers. As a family-owned business we care 
more about relationships than just profit. We are 
easy to deal with and team players,” Green said.

For more information about these products, 
visit www.greencorpmarine.com.
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